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THE FUTURE OF WORK

WHY HAVING TOO MANY CHOICES IS MAKING
YOU UNHAPPY
MORE OPTIONS MEANS MORE POSSIBILITIES TO BE PERFECTLY

CONTENT—RIGHT? HERE'S WHY DECISION FATIGUE IS SAPPING US OF

HAPPINESS AND MAKING US REGRET THE CHOICES WE MAKE.

BY JANE PORTER

Amazon sells 1,161 kinds of toilet brushes. I know this because I

recently spent an evening trying to choose one of them for the

bathroom in my new apartment. Nearly an hour later, after having

read countless contradictory reviews and pondering far too many

choices, I felt grumpy and tired and simply gave up. The next day, I

happily bought the only toilet brush the local dollar store offered.

Too many choices exhaust us, make us unhappy and lead us to

sometimes abscond from making a decision all together. Researcher

Barry Schwartz calls this "choice overload." And it's not just

insignificant details like which brush to wipe the inside of the toilet

with—having too many choices in our creative and professional lives

can lead us to avoid making important decisions.

"As the number of options increases, the costs, in time and effort, of

gathering the information needed to make a good choice also

increase," writes Schwartz. "The level of certainty people have about

their choice decreases. And the anticipation that they will regret their

choice increases."
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Understanding how and why we make decisions can perhaps help us

make better choices down the line.

YOU BOUGHT THAT SNICKERS BAR BECAUSE YOU'RE TIRED.

We make poorer decisions when we are tired. It's caused by decision

fatigue. The mind can only sort through so many options and make

so many choices before it starts to run out of steam. That's why

impulse buys like candy bars and magazines at the checkout aisle in

the grocery store can be hard to resist. We've exhausted all our good

decision-making skills.

The same goes for our workday. Making lots of decisions not only

exhausts us, it can put us in a fowl mood. A study out of Columbia

University found that judges were more likely to give prisoners a

favorable ruling in the beginning of the day and after a food break,

than at the end of the day.

That's why it's important to make your most important decisions in

the morning rather than at the end of an exhausting day when your

energy has been depleted. The "sleep on it" idiom really does have

clout when it comes to making big decisions.

IF YOU HAVE TOO MANY OPTIONS, YOU'LL PROBABLY HOARD YOUR ENERGY.

When we're tired, we tend to conserve our energy by making choices

based on a single factor like price, for example, rather than

considering all the other determinants that go into making the best

decision. When you're doing this, you are acting as what researchers

call a cognitive miser. Another study out of Columbia University

shows that this happens when consumers are given a lot of features

to choose from when buying a car or suit. After a while, people start

asking for the default option rather than carefully weighing each

decision.

This can also happen when faced with a decision in your creative

work. Given the endless options of which route to take, we can

sometimes end up going with the more conventional path simply

because it's the easier way to go.

PUT LIMITS ON YOUR OPTIONS TO MAKE THE BEST DECISION.
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Imposing your own constraints when trying to make a choice in your

professional and creative work can help you make a better thought-

out decision. A study from New York University found that "restricting

the choice of creative inputs actually enhances creativity."

In other words, letting yourself have less options to choose from can

help you arrive at a more creative answer.
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